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Hyperspectral images for the evaluation of the quality of minimally 
processed vegetables (spinach)
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The production of minimally processed vegetables and fruits is an emergent sector, however these processes reduce the useful life of the products.
Main preservation techniques such cold storage and modified atmosphere are limited. New treatments are being applied (O3, UV‐C radiation, biodegradable films…etc.).
The sector precise of cheap and fast techniques to evaluate the general quality and the security of the processed products, that constitute a tool of aid to the decision in the implementation of new procedures of packaging
and/or treatments.
Objectives: To explore hyperspectral imaging for monitoring the evolution of minimally processed leafy vegetables during shelf‐life .
To identify and classify deterioration rates of the leaves through Multivariate analysis techniques (PLS‐DA)
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1) Calibration set: E‐20, n = 3600 spectra (1200 sp. for each class A,B,C):
Class A, from fresh tissue of Day 0 leaves.
Class B, from regions without visible degradation (Day 2)
Class C, rotten areas (Day 2)
(ElMasry, 2010)
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2) Projection of spectra of the calibration set n = 3600 onto the plane formed by the two latent variables of
PLS‐DA, each pixel is classified in the closest class considering Mahalanobis distance d(P,C), and their corresponding
membership degree to each class. 7% of classification error.
3) Projection of the hyperspectral images E‐12 onto latent variables plane (from calibration set).
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4) Image of classification of pixels in leaves Day 0 to 9 , set stored at 12ºC, into the closest






a) The evolution of minimally processed spinach has been monitored by hyperspectral vision techniques.
b) A classification model was implemented, into three categories using PLS – DA. 93 %t of well classified spectra (n=3600) was obtained in calibration.
c) The projection of the hyperspectral images on the space generated by the classification model allows identification and location of leaf areas showing different states of evolution with time
d) The system enables the measurements of these regions and to establish decision rules on the quality of individual leaves. It shows the potential of spectral vision for leaves shelf life classifications.
fresh tissue), C red (rotten)
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